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Honor system, paper cards won't cut it for COVID vaccine verification, experts say.
'Vaccine passports' are coming.
Joel Shannon - USA TODAY

That's the future critics of "vaccine passports" fear as Americans vaccinated against
COVID-19 can safely live more normal lives, now including spending time in most
indoors settings without a mask.
The notion that a "passport" could separate the vaccinated from the unvaccinated has
sparked fears of a dystopian future where a person's health decisions would limit
where they could travel, where they could shop, what events they could attend and
whether they would be asked to wear a mask.
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There are lots of unanswered questions about one idea to get travel back to normal.
Start the day smarter. Get all the news you need in your inbox each morning.

Many states have taken a stand against that possibility.
Alaska, Arizona, Florida, Idaho, Montana, South Dakota, Texas and Wyoming have
all moved to restrict the use of "vaccine passports." Even more states have signaled
they're not interested in launching any such program.
“The residents of our state should not be required by the government to share their
private medical information,” Doug Ducey, Arizona's Republican governor, said in
an April statement. “Vaccination is up to each individual, not the government.”
Idaho Gov. Brad Little, a Republican, went even farther in his criticism: “Vaccine
passports create different classes of citizens.”
But many public health experts are exasperated by the controversy, given
that Americans have long been expected to provide proof of vaccination in some
circumstances.

“It’s not a new idea that you would document whether or not you’ve been vaccinated
and share that information at certain points,” said Rebecca Fielding-Miller, a
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professor at the Herbert Wertheim School of Public Health at the University of
California, San Diego.
“This is something we already do,” she said.

Schools typically require students be vaccinated and proof of vaccination has long
been a staple of international travel.
While critics fear the technology could be used to restrict the daily freedoms of
Americans, few health experts expect or want that.

What is a 'vaccine passport'?
A "vaccine passport" has become an ill-defined buzzword for vaccine verification.
While there are many programs in the works, none has yet launched as a national or
international standard.

“There is no vaccine passport right now,” Dr. Jay Wolfson, a public health expert at
the University of South Florida, told USA TODAY on Thursday.

For now paper CDC cards that are easy to fake and hard to put in a wallet or purse
have served as the default verification method. Wolfson expects something else to take
their place soon, especially for international travel.

But with no federal vaccination database, the logistics of verifying a person's
vaccination status are a challenge. Obtaining vaccine documentation beyond the
CDC card would require navigating a patchwork of systems and regulations that vary
between states.

Further complicating matters: States' vaccine passport bans may extend to issuing
documentation for the purpose of providing proof of vaccinations, as is the case in
Florida.

Wolfson said state governments' bans show that vaccine verification programs will
likely not be widely run by states.

But business — most notably cruise lines — are increasingly motivated to find ways
to keep their customers safe. Some will continue to seek out technologies to verify
customers' vaccination status, he said.
In a high-profile April example, the parent company of Norwegian Cruise
Line announced it would require all passengers and crew on its ships to be "100%
vaccinated" two weeks before boarding.

After cruise ships became ground zero for deadly COVID-19 outbreaks early in the
pandemic, it makes sense the business would want to "be as squeaky clean as
possible,” Wolfson said.

“They don’t want to have this happen again.”

And in the U.S., businesses have good legal standing to require customers to be
vaccinated, said Wolfson, who holds a law degree from Stetson University College of
Law.
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What's wrong with the term 'vaccine passport'?
The term has led to negative connotations, possibly leading some people to believe
they would be used to keep unvaccinated people out of common public spaces like
dining and retail — but that's not the future Rachael Piltch-Loeb sees.

Piltch-Loeb, an associate research scientist at NYU School of Global Public Health,
said on Thursday most public health experts envision "vaccine passports" being used
in situations similar to ones where vaccine verification is already fairly common.

International travel, schools, colleges, some workplaces and some large events likely
have an interest in keeping vaccine rates high and are prime areas for vaccine
verification, Piltch-Loeb says.

Retail, restaurants, and other daily activities are less likely to require vaccine
verification, she said.

Such businesses generally don't to want to act as a “vaccine bouncer," Piltch-Loeb
said.

That played out on Friday when Trader Joe's and Walmart said they would allow
vaccinated customers to shop without a mask but wouldn't require any proof of
vaccination.

In general, there's little appetite in the public health community for a future where an
app-based passport, possibly controlled by a tech company, would regulate
Americans' ability to do everyday activities like go to a grocery store.

Many of the experts who have been advocating for other public health measures like
masks and social distancing throughout the pandemic share privacy concerns about a
digital passport of medical information. It could become a "slippery slope," Wolfson
said.

What's at risk with 'vaccine passports'?
Health experts say a solution for verifying a person's COVID-19 vaccination status is
needed, but there's plenty of room for debate about the details.

It's easy to compare a vaccine passport to a "no shirt, no shoes, no service" sign, but
in reality, “this is something kind of new,” Wolfson said.
The disease is new, the politicization around it is new, he said.

Wolfson said tech companies are among the most likely players in the vaccine
passport space, and there's real questions about how much health data people should
be willing to give to big tech.

But at the same time, being able to verify who has been vaccinated and who is not is a
growing problem, given how effective the vaccines are at preventing the spread of a
virus that has killed nearly 600,000 Americans to date.
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“There is a definitive public health need for … proof of vaccination,” said Brian
Castrucci, president of the de Beaumont Foundation, a health advocacy organization,
said.

Castrucci said that the politically charged discussion on the topic was “premature
and distracting." He emphasized the focus at the moment should be vaccinating
Americans and worried that the debate was a sign that vaccines themselves were
becoming a political battleground.

“We continue to politicize a public health crisis,” said Castrucci.

“Even the suggestion of a vaccine passport … pushes nearly every partisan button on
the right.”

It's a continuation of a trend seen in mask mandates and state shutdowns, he said.
Liberals were more accepting of “collective action” — changing their behavior for
the common good. Meanwhile conservatives tended to push back to threats to
individual liberty.

“This is what happens when you politicize a public health crisis,” Castrucci said.

Hundreds of bodies found buried along Indian riverbanks
Rajesh kumar Signh and Biswajeet Banerjee - Associated Press

PRAYAGRAJ, India (AP) — Police are reaching out to villagers in northern India to
investigate the recovery of bodies buried in shallow sand graves or washing up on the
Ganges River banks, prompting speculation on social media that they were the
remains of COVID-19 victims.

Provided by Associated Press Policemen stand next to the bodies buried in shallow
graves on the banks of Ganges river in Prayagraj, India, Saturday, May 15, 2021.
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Police are reaching out to villagers in northern India to investigate the recovery of
bodies buried in shallow sand graves or washing up on the Ganges River banks,
prompting speculation on social media that they were the remains of COVID-19

victims. (AP Photo/Rajesh Kumar Singh)

Provided by Associated Press Several bodies are seen buried in shallow graves on the
banks of Ganges river in Prayagraj, India. Saturday, May 15, 2021. Police are

reaching out to villagers in northern India to investigate the recovery of bodies buried
in shallow sand graves or washing up on the Ganges River banks, prompting

speculation on social media that they were the remains of COVID-19 victims. (AP
Photo/Rajesh Kumar Singh)

In jeeps and boats, the police used portable loudspeakers with microphones asking
people not to dispose of the bodies in rivers. "We are here to help you perform the last
rites,” police said.



Provided by Associated Press Bodies of suspected Covid-19 victims are seen in
shallow graves buried in the sand near a cremation ground on the banks of Ganges
River in Prayagraj, India, Saturday, May 15, 2021. (AP Photo/Rajesh Kumar Singh)

On Friday, rains exposed the cloth coverings of bodies buried in shallow sand graves
on the riverbank in Prayagraj, a city in Uttar Pradesh state.

Navneet Sehgal, a state government spokesman, on Sunday denied local media
reports that more than 1,000 corpses of COVID-19 victims had been recovered from
rivers in the past two weeks. “I bet these bodies have nothing to do with COVID-19,”
he said.
He said some villagers did not cremate their dead, as is customary, due to a Hindu
tradition during some periods of religious significance and disposed of them in rivers
or digging graves on riverbanks.

K. P. Singh, a senior police officer, said authorities had earmarked a cremation
ground for those who died of COVID-19 on the Prayagraj riverbank and the police
were no longer allowing any burials on the riverfront.

Sehgal state authorities have found “a small number” of bodies on the riverbanks, he
said, but didn’t give a figure.

Ramesh Kumar Singh, a member of Bondhu Mahal Samiti, a philanthropic
organization that helps cremate bodies, said the number of deaths is very high in
rural areas, and poor people have been disposing of the bodies in the river because of
the exorbitant cost of performing the last rites and a shortage of wood. The cremation
cost has tripled up to 15,000 rupees ($210). Health authorities last week retrieved 71
bodies that washed up on the Ganges River bank in neighboring Bihar state.

Provided by Associated Press Bodies of suspected Covid-19 victims are seen in
shallow graves buried in the sand near a cremation ground on the banks of Ganges
River in Prayagraj, India, Saturday, May 15, 2021. (AP Photo/Rajesh Kumar Singh)



Authorities performed post mortems but said they could not confirm the cause of
death due to decomposition.

A dozen corpses were also found last week buried in sand at two locations on the
riverbank in Unnao district, 40 kilometers (25 miles) southwest of Lucknow, the Uttar
Pradesh state capital. District Magistrate Ravindra Kumar said an investigation is
underway to identify the cause of death.

Provided by Associated Press Bodies of suspected coronavirus victims are seen in
shallow graves buried in the sand near a cremation ground on the banks of Ganges
River in Prayagraj, India, Saturday, May 15, 2021. (AP Photo/Rajesh Kumar Singh)

India’s two big states, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, with nearly 358 million people in
total, are among the worst hit in the surge sweeping through the country with
devastating death tolls. Hapless villagers have been rushing the sick to nearby towns
and cities for treatment, many of them dying on the way, victims of India's crumbling
health care.



Provided by Associated Press Bodies of suspected Covid-19 victims are seen in
shallow graves buried in the sand near a cremation ground on the banks of Ganges
River in Prayagraj, India, Saturday, May 15, 2021. (AP Photo/Rajesh Kumar Singh)

After hitting record highs for weeks, the number of new cases was stabilizing, said Dr.
V.K. Paul, a government health expert. The Health Ministry on Sunday reported
311,170 confirmed cases in the past 24 hours, down from 326,098 on Saturday.
It also reported 4,077 additional deaths, taking the total fatalities to 270,284. Both
figures are almost certainly a vast undercount, experts say.

Provided by Associated Press Bodies of suspected coronavirus victims are seen in
shallow graves buried in the sand near a cremation ground on the banks of Ganges
River in Prayagraj, India, Saturday, May 15, 2021. (AP Photo/Rajesh Kumar Singh)

Job fears, price spikes mean heartburn for Biden White House as economy revs up
Howard Schneider and Jarrett Renshaw



Reuters/KEVIN LAMARQUE FILE PHOTO: U.S. President Joe Biden speaks about
the COVID-19 response in Washington.

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - High unemployment. Rising prices. Gas lines.
They're a bad memory for Americans old enough to remember the 1970s - but they're
also likely causing a few sleepless nights in the White House, as the United States'
economic recovery from the unprecedented coronavirus recession hits some bumps.

The jolts are dampening consumer confidence, ramping up inflation fears, and
helping Republicans build their case against President Joe Biden and his ambitious
plans to revamp the U.S. economy with trillions in new spending.

As the 1970s show, high joblessness and rising prices the United States saw in April
can be a potent political force.

Republicans crafted a "misery index" out of the two factors to attack then-president
Jimmy Carter. After hitting 75% approval ratings early in his presidency, the
Democrat was trounced in a 1980 landslide.

Graphic - The "misery index" revisited:
https://graphics.reuters.com/USA-ECONOMY/MISERY/oakpeknqqpr/chart.png
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Support for Biden remains strong and U.S. equity markets remain near record highs.
The White House says there's bound to be surprises as the United States emerges from
an unprecedented pandemic.

"We must keep in mind that an economy will not heal instantaneously," Cecilia Rouse,
the chair of the White House Council of Economic Advisers told reporters Friday. "It
takes several weeks for people to get full immunity from vaccinations, and even more
time for those left jobless from the pandemic to find and start a suitable job."

Rouse, speaking to reporters at the White House, said a mismatch between supply and
demand due to the pandemic and the economic snap-back had pushed inflation higher
but that the mismatch should prove temporary.

"I fully expect that will work itself out in the coming months," she said.

The Federal Reserve also is betting heavily inflation will cool on its own, even as
hiring picks up steam over the summer, Americans start to travel again, and the Fed
keeps its massive crisis levels of support intact (this link goes to never land
intentionally!!!!)
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS/USA-SAFETY-NET/rlgpdww
jjvo/index.html.

The White House wouldn’t offer a timeline for when the economy will smooth out. But
it doesn't expect a repeat of April's weak jobs report, and recent data show applicants
for unemployment benefits fell to a 14-month low.

"The trend lines continue to be positive," a senior White House official told Reuters
on Wednesday. The White House also believes the Fed can handle what comes up, he
said.

"We haven't seen anything that is suggested that the Fed doesn't have an ample toolkit
to manage any of the risks that might present themselves."
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ROUGH WATERS AHEAD
Still, there's more turmoil in months to come.

Republicans, divided by former President Donald Trump's false claims that the 2020
election was stolen from him, have seized the moment to knock the foundation of
Biden's economic plans - raising taxes on the wealthy and companies.

"You won't find any Republicans who are gonna go raise taxes. I think that's the worst
thing you can do in this economy," House Republican leader Kevin McCarthy told
reporters outside the White House, citing inflation fears and gas prices.

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the powerful corporate lobby group, is pushing for
repeal of special unemployment payments that were a cornerstone of Biden's
campaign, and over a dozen state governors have decided to roll them back early.

With 7.5 million more people either unemployed or out of the job market altogether
compared to before the pandemic, even a month or two more of weaker-than-expected
job growth and rising prices would up the pressure on Biden and the Fed.

Graphic - The jobs hole facing Biden and the Fed:
https://graphics.reuters.com/USA-ECONOMY/JOBS/xlbpgygrnpq/chart.png

"If we get one more April that is concerning," said Gregory Daco, chief U.S.
economist at Oxford Economics.
Some early data suggest that May's jobs report could be weak as well.

Graphic - Oxford Economics Recovery Index:
https://graphics.reuters.com/USA-ECONOMY/OXFORDINDEX/yzdvxqzmkpx/chart.p
ng
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If workers don't take jobs for whatever reason - continued fear of disease, lack of
childcare, and higher-than-usual unemployment benefits have been cited - it would
indicate "a significant supply constraint," Daco said. Then, he said, "the question is
how do you get people back? And that is a different question than pumping stimulus
into the economy."

The Biden administration, workers, labor advocates and some economists have
argued firms should raise wages if they're having trouble hiring, and some, including
McDonald's Corp have followed suit.

Federal Reserve officials concede things could be tricky.
"The question of how to unclog the labor market is going to be a critical one," and
could limit overall economic growth this year if it takes too long, said Richmond
Federal Reserve president Thomas Barkin.

UNEXPECTED BOTTLENECKS
While "unsticking" the labor market is one challenge, stamping out price flare-ups as
Americans return to schools and offices and go on vacation once again is another.
Consumer sentiment in early May tumbled as people worried about rising prices.
Inflation expectations for the year ahead and over the next five years rose to their
highest in more than a decade.

"You have a logistical challenge of shutting down an economy and bringing it back up
and we are not built for that," Barkin said.



The Colonial Pipeline shutdown that led to gas lines in some southern states had
nothing to do with the pandemic, and was lifted Wednesday. But it could take "some
time" before it returns to normal, Biden said Thursday.

A semiconductor shortage that started before Biden took office continues to drive up
car prices, as pandemic-shy Americans look for alternatives to public transportation.

Home builders point to surging lumber prices they say threaten the critical housing
market and the broader economy. Prices for materials used in construction jumped
19.7% from April 2020 to last month, the largest increase in the 35-year history of the
series, according to Ken Simonson, the chief economist for the Associated General
Contractors of America.

The White House declined to elaborate on specific remedies it might pursue to help
the supply side of the economy, but pointed to steps to bring fuel to market after the
Colonial Pipeline shutdown.

'WHIP INFLATION NOW'
Carter and his predecessor Republican Gerald Ford found inflation impossible to
beat, but faced more endemic problems in the 1970s.
A Ford push to encourage Americans to save more and spend less, 'Whip Inflation
Now' or WIN, was an abject failure.

Gas lines then were the result of entrenched geopolitics, not a one-off hack. Inflation
was much higher and fed by a country-wide psychology that prices and wages should
just keep going up - an important difference that Fed officials are adamant they will
not allow to recur. (weakest reasoning invented by leftist media)

The country actually added an average of 215,000 jobs monthly during the Carter
years. Yet unemployment was rising because so many new workers were joining the
labor force, thanks to demographic trends and more women working outside the home
for the first time. (same old singing tune form the leftist media!)

Biden faces a very different problem - a job market in the wake of a deadly pandemic
that has left workers constrained, nervous, or living off savings and unemployment
benefits for now. But that doesn't mean his job is any easier.

Fauci, the NIH, the Wuhan lab, bats, and COVID-19: Everything you need to know
Jerry Dunleavy

Amid the search for the origins of COVID-19, two of the Biden administration’s top
doctors, Dr. Francis Collins and Dr. Anthony Fauci, are adamant the National
Institutes of Health did not fund so-called gain-of-function research at the Wuhan
Institute of Virology.
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But both men, the respective leaders of the NIH and the National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases, also admit they don’t actually know what the secretive
Chinese lab at the center of COVID speculation has been up to.

On Tuesday, during a heated exchange with Sen. Rand Paul, a Kentucky Republican,
Fauci denied that NIH had funded gain-of-function research at the Wuhan lab. Paul
pointed to NIH grants going to Peter Daszak’s New York-based EcoHealth Alliance,
which then provided some of that funding to the Wuhan lab, which a Trump State
Department fact sheet contended carried out secretive gain-of-function experiments
and worked with China’s military.

Gain-of-function research is defined by the Department of Health and Human
Services as research “that improves the ability of a pathogen to cause disease" in an
effort to "enable assessment of the pandemic potential of emerging infectious agents."
It warns that these studies “may entail biosafety and biosecurity risks.”

EcoHealth Alliance has received at least $3.7 million from 2014 to 2020, and Daszak,
a member of a controversial WHO-China study team into the origins of COVID-19,
steered at least $600,000 in NIH funding to the Wuhan lab for bat coronavirus
research.
Daszak criticized the United States for appearing skeptical of the WHO’s findings and
defended China to Communist Party-linked outlets. U.S. Embassy officials in
China raised concerns in 2018 about lax biosecurity at the Wuhan lab led by Shi
Zhengli, dubbed “bat lady,” who worked closely with Daszak.

Paul asked if Fauci still supported sending money to the Wuhan lab, to which the
Biden health adviser replied: “We do not send money now to the Wuhan virology
institute.”

GOP LAWMAKER WANTS ANSWERS ON NIH AND WUHAN LAB
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When pressed again, Fauci said: “The SARS-CoV-1 originated in bats in China. It
would’ve been irresponsible of us if we did not investigate the bat viruses and
serology to see who might have been infected in China.”

Paul also asked Fauci: “Will you in front of this group categorically say that
COVID-19 could not have occurred through serial passage in a laboratory?”

Fauci said: “I do not have an accounting of what the Chinese may have done, and I
am fully in favor of any further investigation of what went on in China. However, I
will repeat again — the NIH and NIAID categorically has not funded gain-of-function
research to be conducted in the Wuhan Institute of Virology.”

A State Department fact sheet released in mid-January contended Wuhan lab
researchers “conducted experiments involving RaTG13, the bat coronavirus
identified by the WIV in January 2020 as its closest sample to SARS-CoV-2 (96.2%
similar)” and that the lab “has a published record of conducting ‘gain-of-function’
research to engineer chimeric viruses.”

Officials from both the Trump and Biden administrations have said the Chinese
government worked for over a year to thwart an independent investigation into the
origins of the virus, and both administrations cast doubt on the manner in which the
WHO-China study was conducted earlier this year. Though the WHO-China report
said a jump from animals to humans was most likely, Trump officials pointed to an
accidental escape from the Wuhan lab as a highly plausible origin for the pandemic.

Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, head of the WHO, said in March that the joint
WHO-China team had not fully investigated the potential of COVID-19 originating
through an accidental leak from a Wuhan lab.

Shi denied her lab has been conducting research with the Chinese military during an
online presentation for Rutgers New Jersey Medical School in March. During the
presentation, she thanked Daszak and NIH.

During the early days of COVID-19, Shi told Scientific American that she originally
asked herself, “Could they have come from our lab?” But she later told Chinese state
television, “there could not possibly have been a lab leak.”

Peter Ben Embarek, head of the WHO group that investigated the
coronavirus's origins, said in late February that “we don’t really have hard facts or
detailed data on the work done” at the Wuhan lab.

Paul also pointed to Dr. Ralph Baric at the Gillings School of Global Public Health
at UNC-Chapel Hill allegedly “collaborating” with Shi on experiments related to the
original SARS virus years ago.

Paul asked: “Dr. Fauci, do you still support funding of the NIH funding of the lab in
Wuhan?”
Fauci replied: “With all due respect, you are entirely and completely incorrect — that
the NIH has not ever and does not now fund gain-of-function research in the Wuhan
Institute of Virology.”
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He added: “Dr. Baric is not doing gain-of-function research, and if it is, it is
according to the guidelines, and it is being conducted in North Carolina, not in
China.”
Paul then argued, “At least two scientists have signed a statement from the
Cambridge Working Group saying that it is gain-of-function.”

Mark Lipsitch, a Harvard epidemiologist, tweeted in response: “I and many other
Cambridge Working Group support proper investigation of SARS-CoV-2 origins
including the lab leak hypothesis and continue to oppose many forms of GOF
research, but it is just fabrication to say we have made any statement as a group
about work in Wuhan.”

An article in Nature Medicine published in 2015 following a study by Baric, Shi, and
others discussed studies on Chinese horseshoe bat populations and said, "We
generated and characterized a chimeric virus expressing the spike of bat coronavirus
SHC014.”
The scientists said that “our work suggests a potential risk of SARS-CoV
re-emergence from viruses currently circulating in bat populations.”

An “editor’s note” added to the article in March 2020 claimed, “We are aware that
this article is being used as the basis for unverified theories that the novel
coronavirus causing COVID-19 was engineered.”

Baric was among the many scientists who signed a letter in Science magazine this
week arguing that “theories of accidental release from a lab and zoonotic spillover
both remain viable."

Paul contended that Fauci was “allowing super viruses to be created.”

“I fully agree that you should investigate where the virus came from, but again, we
have not funded gain-of-function research on this virus in the Wuhan Institute of
Virology,” Fauci said.

In a separate exchange with Sen. Roger Marshall, a Kansas Republican, Fauci was
asked if he had a conflict of interest but denied it, saying: “No, I don’t think it’s a
conflict of interest. We’re very open and wanting to make sure that everything that
has any question is looked into.”

Marshall asked: “Is there national security implications with something as
theoretically lethal as viral gain-of-function?”

“Sure there is. That’s why we have committees. We have our P3CO Committee —
which is the Potential Pandemic Pathogen Care and Oversight, and that’s a
committee separate from the NIH that looks at these types of grants to see if they need
to be funded. So there is a considerable amount of oversight to make sure grants that
are doing research that would obviously be of danger is not performed.”

Marshall then asked, “So when you made the decision to stop the moratorium on
gain-of-function, were there national security advisers in the room?”
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“First of all, I did not make the decision to stop the pause on gain-of-function,” Fauci
said.

“If one looks at what actually happened, we put a pause on, and I was the one who
was very much in favor of that pause … from 2014 to 2017. The pause was lifted
because we established a committee that looked at what we called P3CO.”

After a pause in 2014, HHS announced the creation of the P3CO Framework in 2017,
which was ostensibly set up to review any potential grants that might involve
gain-of-function research, but the 2019 renewal of the EcoHealth Alliance grants
were not subjected to the P3CO review.

Marshall also asked, “If COVID-19 is indeed a product of lab manipulation, can you
sit here and unequivocally say the viral studies that NIH funded, helped funded, could
not be indirectly or direct related to this final COVID-19 virus?”

Fauci replied, “Looking at the experiments that were done that we funded, there
would not be that possibility.”

The Republican senator then asked if it was possible that “some of the funding,
indirectly, ended up to the contribution of COVID-19,” and Fauci grew defensive,
saying, “I’m not sure exactly where that question is going. I mean, you could do
research on something as benign as looking at something that has nothing to do with
it, and it could indirectly, someday, somehow, be involved. So if you want to trap me
into saying yes or no, I’m not going to play that game.”

Collins meanwhile spoke with conservative radio show host Hugh Hewitt on Thursday,
where he denied that HHS had funded coronavirus-related gain-of-function research
at the Wuhan lab.

“There has been a lot of noise about this, and a lot of the information is not
accurate," Collins said.

"Basically, this is the kind of research where you’re studying a particular pathogen in
a very tightly controlled environment to try to understand what about that virus or
that bacterium might we most want to be worried about that nature might develop
into an even more dangerous organism."

"Let me say categorically, NIH would not have supported any such research on
coronaviruses because there are risks there that you might actually end up producing
a virus that has a higher danger attached to it than what nature has already come up
with … We have in the United States a rigorous system for overseeing any kind of
gain-of-function research like that.”

Collins added: “Now, there’s a buzz that maybe that Wuhan Institute of Virology was
conducting that kind of research.”
But he said: “There’s no evidence for that.”

Hewitt asked if the NIH leader could categorically deny that the U.S. had funded any
gain-of-function research at the Chinese lab.
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“We, of course, do not have internal insight as to what was going on at the Wuhan
Institute of Virology. NIH strongly supports the position that we need a more
thorough investigation of what exactly were the origins of this virus,” Collins said,
adding that “we absolutely did not fund gain-of-function research in Wuhan.”

Nicholas Wade, who spent three decades as a science writer for the New York Times,
wrote an article for the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists in early May in which he
contended, “It’s documented that researchers at the Wuhan Institute of Virology were
doing gain-of-function experiments designed to make coronaviruses infect human
cells and humanized mice. This is exactly the kind of experiment from which a
SARS2-like virus could have emerged.”

In 2017, Daszak, Shi, and other Chinese scientists published a paper titled
“Discovery of a rich gene pool of bat SARS-related coronaviruses provides new
insights into the origin of SARS coronavirus.” The article said its study “offers a
clearer picture on the evolutionary origin of SARS-CoV and highlights the risk of
future emergence of SARS-like diseases.” Daszak and Shi said the work was “jointly
funded” by groups such as the National Natural Science Foundation of China, the
Chinese Academy of Sciences, and the NIH — directly citing the NIAID grant
received by EcoHealth Alliance.

An NIH spokesperson told the Washington Examiner in February that the Wuhan lab
“is not an NIH grantee” but instead that EcoHealth Alliance “is the recipient of an
NIH grant” and “made a subaward” to the Chinese laboratory. NIH said it “does not
participate in establishing the terms of the subaward” and that “the grantee
organization is directly accountable for the performance of the project, appropriate
expenditure of grant funds by all parties, and all other obligations specified in the
terms of award.”

NIH contended earlier this year that “the research by EcoHealth Alliance that NIH
funded was for a project that aimed to characterize at the molecular level the function
of newly discovered bat spike proteins and naturally occurring pathogens" and that
"molecular characterization examines functions of an organism at the molecular level,
in this case a virus and a spike protein, without affecting the environment or
development or physiological state of the organism.”
The agency said that “NIAID determined the research in the grant was not
gain-of-function research because it did not involve the enhancement of the
pathogenicity or transmissibility of the viruses studied,” and so NIH concluded that
“the research was not subject to either the Gain-of-Function Research Funding
Pause” in 2014, nor was the grant subjected to NIH’s P3CO
Framework implemented in 2017.

Richard Ebright, a professor of chemistry and chemical biology at Rutgers University,
told the Washington Examiner last year that COVID-19 arising in nature or escaping
through a lab accident were both plausible.

Ebright told Independent Science News in March that Fauci and Collins “have
systematically thwarted efforts by the White House, the Congress, scientists, and
science policy specialists to regulate gain-of-function research of concern and even to
require risk-benefit review for projects involving gain-of-function research of
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concern.” He pointed to a footnote in the HHS gain-of-function pause announcement,
which said that “an exception from the research pause may be obtained if the head of
the USG funding agency determines that the research is urgently necessary to protect
the public health or national security.”

Ebright told the outlet: “Unfortunately, the NIAID Director and the NIH Director
exploited this loophole to issue exemptions to projects subject to the pause —
preposterously asserting the exempted research was ‘urgently necessary to protect
public health or national security’ — thereby nullifying the pause.”

He also said: “The NIAID Director and the NIH Director have declined to flag and
forward proposals for risk-benefit review, thereby nullifying the P3CO Framework."

Ebright told the Washington Examiner this week that grants provided by NIH to
EcoHealth Alliance met the definition for “gain-of-function research of concern”
under the 2014 pause and the definition for “potential pandemic pathogen
enhancement” under the P3CO Framework.

Ebright also noted that the research “was published with an acknowledgment” of the
NIH grant. The professor concluded that “the Wuhan lab used NIH funding to
construct novel chimeric SARS-related coronavirus with the ability to infect human
cells and laboratory animals” and that “the research was — unequivocally — gain of
function research.”

When asked why the Wuhan lab has not been permanently banned from receiving U.S.
funding either directly or indirectly, NIH said earlier this year that “NIH does not
have the authority to debar institutions from receiving federal funds" and that “to
date, the Wuhan Institute of Virology has not been debarred from receiving federal
funds.” HHS has not responded to repeated questions from the Washington
Examiner about this and other related issues.
NIH also said the grant to EcoHealth Alliance was “terminated” on April 24, 2020,
but “reinstated” on July 8, 2020.

“However, all activities related to the grant were immediately suspended until
EcoHealth Alliance provides information and documentation demonstrating that
EcoHealth Alliance and WIV have satisfied concerns NIH has about non-compliance
with requirements outlined in the terms and conditions of award," it added.

CLICK HERE TO READ MORE FROM THE WASHINGTON EXAMINER
NIH said that the Chinese lab “is not presently a subawardee on an NIH grant.” But
the Wuhan lab still maintains a Foreign Assurance with NIH’s Office of Laboratory
Animal Welfare.

NIH told the Washington Examiner that “an Assurance does not determine whether
an organization can or will receive a grant,” though it means the Wuhan lab is
allegedly in compliance with NIH’s policy on using lab animals.

A number of congressional Republicans are pushing the Biden administration
to declassify U.S. intelligence on the Wuhan lab.
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New York, New Jersey, California face long odds in scrapping SALT
Alexander Bolton

Senate Majority Leader Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.) and Speaker Nancy Pelosi
(D-Calif.) face an uphill battle on one of their top tax priorities, repealing the cap
President Trump put on deducting state and local taxes.

Greg Nash Majority Leader Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.)

Capping the SALT deduction, as it's known, at $10,000 was Trump's way of getting
blue states with high state and local tax rates - principally New York and California -
to pay for a big chunk of his 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.

Schumer said getting rid of Trump's cap would be one of his highest priorities as
majority leader and Pelosi has called the cap on deductions "devastating" for
California taxpayers.

But getting it done with extremely small Democratic majorities in the Senate and
House is turning into a major headache and at this point it looks like leaders may
have to settle for lifting the cap instead of getting rid of it entirely.

"I think there are far better ways to spend our money," Sen. Michael Bennet (D-Colo.)
said when asked about repealing the cap on SALT deductions.

Democratic policy experts predict that Schumer and Pelosi will now focus on a
compromise to partially lift the SALT cap instead of repealing it altogether.

"I expect they're going to have to do something on SALT to satisfy some very
important members in Blue States but I think it's just going to be a partial return," to
the deduction that existed before the 2017 tax law, said Jim Kessler, a former
Schumer aide and executive vice president for policy at Third Way, a centrist
Democratic think tank.
"It's a lot of revenue," he added

Other moderate Democrats are lukewarm on the idea.
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"Of various priorities of mine that is not a top priority," said Sen. Tim Kaine (D-Va.).
Sen. Chris Coons (D-Del.), a close ally of President Biden, said it's not at the top of
his list either.

"That is a complex fiscal policy issue I have not spent a lot of time thinking about.
You might expect me to be passionate about it because I'm from the mid-Atlantic but it
is actually far less of a pressing issue in Delaware than it is in New Jersey or New
York," he said, noting that Delaware has "dramatically" lower state and local taxes
than New York.

The biggest blow against adding language repealing the SALT cap deduction in any
budget reconciliation bill that may pass with a simple-majority vote came from Senate
Budget Committee Chairman Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.).

Sanders, who has jurisdiction over budget reconciliation, said restoring the SALT
deduction, which overwhelmingly benefits the nation's highest income earners, blows
a hole in Democrats' messaging on taxes.

"It sends a terrible, terrible message when you have Republicans telling us that this is
a tax break for the rich," Sanders told Axios in an interview.
"You have got to make it clear which side you are on - and you can't be on the side of
the wealthy and powerful if you're going to really fight for working families," he said.

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.), a leading progressive voice in New York
who didn't rule out a primary challenge against Schumer, last month called the SALT
deduction a "giveaway to the rich" and "a gift to billionaires."
"I don't think we should be holding the infrastructure package hostage for a
100-percent repeal of SALT," she said.

She was referring to Democrats from New York and New Jersey who are threatening
to vote against an infrastructure package that doesn't repeal the SALT cap.
"No SALT, no deal," Rep. Thomas Suozzi (D-N.Y.) told The Hill earlier this year.

Intra-party tensions over the expensive tax break are a problem given that Schumer
and Pelosi have extremely narrow vote margins to work with. The Senate is evenly
divided 50-50 and the Democrats have only a four-seat majority in the House.

Other progressives warn it's a messaging nightmare for Democrats to push an
expensive tax break that hardly benefits middle-class voters after years of criticizing
Republicans for endorsing tax breaks that disproportionately help the rich.

"Trying to bring back the SALT deduction is to put Democrats on the side giving the
affluent a huge tax cut and that makes no sense at this point," said Robert Borosage,
co-founder of Campaign for America's Future, a liberal advocacy group.

The Tax Policy Center, a joint project of the Urban Institute and the Brookings
Institution, published an analysis last month that found restoring the SALT deduction
would provide no benefit to 96 percent of middle-income households earning between
$52,000 and $93,000 annually. The four percent of middle-income households that
would benefit would receive an average tax cut of $400.



The analysis found that 93 percent of households earning $1 million or more would
get a tax cut averaging about $48,000.
Howard Gleckman, who authored the analysis, says a SALT cap repeal would
"overwhelmingly benefit the highest income people."

Its distribution of benefits is the mirror opposite of a proposal to extend the child tax
credit that was in the American Rescue Plan, which is competing for inclusion in the
Democrats' tax reform package.

"It has very different effects on very different people. The expansion of the child tax
credit enacted by Congress recently really is focused on low- and moderate-income
people," he said.

Gleckman said repealing the SALT cap would cost the U.S. Treasury about $185
billion over five years. But he said it would cost closer to $600 billion over ten years.
He said the projected cost that some SALT-deduction advocates in Congress are
circulating "is not really a 10-year number."
"If you extend it ... then it would close to about $600 billion over ten years," he noted.

Restoring the SALT deduction would cost more than the amount of revenue that the
federal government would collect if it raised the corporate tax rate from 21 percent to
25 percent, a target proposed by Sen. Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.). Manchin estimates
raising the corporate rate by four percentage points would collect about $400 billion
in revenue.

"The amount that they could raise by raising the corporate rate from 21 to 25 would
more or less pay for the cost of repealing the SALT cap," Gleckman said.

But that would then leave a gaping hole in the plan to finance Biden's $4 trillion
infrastructure package, including $425 billion proposed for expanded childcare and
prekindergarten.

Iran Calls Canada Shameful For Ruling Aircraft Shooting 'Act of Terrorism'
Natalie Colarossi

Iran's foreign ministry has denounced a Canadian court ruling that said the country intentionally shot
down a Ukrainian airliner with Canadian passengers on board last year in an "act of terrorism."
Iran Ministry spokesman Saeed Khatibzadeh said a decision by Ontario's Superior
Court of Justice accusing Iran of committing terrorism was "shameful" and lacked
evidence, according to Al Jazeera.

"Everyone knows that the Canadian court is fundamentally not qualified to judge this
aviation accident or potential negligence in an incident that is outside the territory
and jurisdiction of Canada," he said in a statement Friday.

On Thursday, the Ontario Superior Court of Justice declared that Iran intentionally
shot down Ukraine Airlines Flight PS752 in January 2020. The flight was shot down



near Tehran by two surface-to-air missiles fired from an Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps (IRGC) battery, killing all 176 people on board.

Among those on board, 138 passengers had ties to Canada, including 55 who were
Canadian citizens and 30 who were permanent residents, the CBC reported.

"The plaintiffs have established that the shooting down of Flight 752 by the
defendants was an act of terrorism and constitutes 'terrorist activity,'" Canadian
Justice Edward Belobaba wrote in his Thursday decision, according to the CBC.

"I find on a balance of probabilities that the missile attacks on Flight 752 were
intentional and directly caused the deaths of all onboard," Belobaba added.

Iran did not defend itself in court, making Thursday's ruling a default judgment. The
court decision was issued as a way for the victims' families in Canada to seek
damages from Iran, and an additional hearing will take place to determine
compensation.

But Iran has repeatedly denied that the incident was intentional. The shooting
occurred on a tense night between Iran and the United States, when Iran fired more
than a dozen missiles at two U.S. bases in Iraq in retaliation for the death of
Major-General Qassem Soleimani, the head of the IRGC's foreign arm who was
assassinated under orders from former President Donald Trump.

Earlier this year, Iran issued a technical reports stating that the plane was shot by
accident due to "human error" as the missile system was not fully recalibrated, Al
Jazeera reported.

On Friday, Khatibzadeh said Canada's ruling was a "politicized" decision that will
disrupt the international legal regime.

"We want the Canadian government to exhibit the behavior of a government that
boasts maturity, and behave based on recognized international frameworks instead of
pretending to be active in relation to this tragic incident," he said.

In December, Iran's government said compensation of $150,000 would be given to
each of the families of the victims, but have yet to announce a timeline for the
payments.

Newsweek contacted Iran's ministry of foreign affairs for additional comment, but did
not hear back in time for publication.
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